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An Analysis of the Sela Sulfa of the Sulfa
Nipaia

THE Sela Sutt a belongs to the ballad poetry of the Sutt a ?\ip"1ta. It
may be of interest to view this Sutta in the light of the accepted criteria
for the ballad and determine how far we may support this contention.

Although it is difficult to give an exact definition of the term " ballad", it
may be generally explained as " a type of verse of unknown authorship, dealing
with episode or simple motif rather than sustained theme, written in a stanzaic
form more or less fixed and suitable for oral transmission, and in its expression.
and treatment showing little or nothing of the finesse of deliberate art "I.

A few characteristics of the ballad, are, that" it is short, adapted for singing,
impersonal and of simple metrical structure "2. The Sela Sutta embodies
nearly all these characteristics. It is typical of the ballads of the ancient Indian
literature. A popular form of the ancient Indian ballad is the mingling of the
dialogue and narrative stanzas. In this Sutta the stanzas alternate with a prose
framework. The Sutt a reveals instances of the dramatic clement (which is
more evident in Suttas like Dhauiya, Hemauata and Padhana) especially in
the concluding stanzas, viz. Sn.570-573.3 Some of the verses arc well adapted
for singing, d. Sn. 548.\ etc. Winternitz5 considers the Sela Sutta a sermon
in verse with a prose framework. According to N. A. J ayawickrernas this is
a " mixed ballad". However, a better explanation has been sought in the
definition" Sutta Ballads "7--a term denoting that these Sutt.as are discourses
in the form of mixed ballads. It has also been observed" that this Sutta could
be regarded as " uniform in every way" with five other Suttas of the same
Vagga, viz . Sultdarikabl!fimdviija, Miiglia, Sabhiya, ViiseHha and Kokiiliya,
These Suttas afford a close parallel to the" mixed ballads" of the Cullavagga
of the Sntta i\ipiita.

The foregoing .nbservations, however, do not throw any light on the
question of the age of the Sutta under discussion. The indisputable fact that
most of the Suttas of this collection hark back to very early times has been

I. Encyclopaedia Britannica, s. v.
'2. Ibid.
3. "Y antam. sa1'm;uUlztigamha ita auharni cakkh unui. ... " etc.
4. "ParipUltlw./iCtyo suruci sujato c/irudassano ... " etc.
5. \Vintcrnitz, A History of indian Literature, Vol. Ll , p. 93.
6. Jayawickrama, A Critical Analysis of the Sutta Ni pnta, a thesis (unpublished),

submitted to the University of London, 1947.
7. Ibid., also cf. Winternitz, op. cit . II, 93 ff.
8. j ayawickrerna, Ibid.
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often reiterated.s Most of the Suttas of this Vagga, too, as Fausboll observes.ie
are probably very old. The Sela Sutta, on the contrary, shows signs of lateness.

Although in Indian literature the title of a book, or section thereof, is no
guide to its contents.u the title of this Sutta is a clear index as to what the
Sutta is. It deals with the conversion of the Brahmin Sela.n The Sutt a
introduces two personalities-Keniya, the matted-hair ascetic and Sela, the
Brahmin. It is quite probable that Kcniya (or Ke~tiya) in this context is
a proper-name.is although Kcniya occurs as a class-name, too, as for instance
in the Apaddna.i- where the monk Mahakappina is said to have belonged to
the Keniya class. However, it is very unlikely that any such class existed as
Keniyas ; and, as Malalaseker a surrniscs.ie Keniya may be an alternative
reading for Kaliya (the historical clan) as actually occurring in some recensions
of the Theragatha. The Brahmin Sela, who was converted by the Buddha,
is introduced next.

The question whether this Sutt a as an original whole dealt with Keniya
and Sela., or whether it is a fusion of two ballads dealing with them separately,
arises next. Two instances, however, occur in the Canonical literature dealing
with Keniya and Scla without any reference to each other. The Vinayaie
refers to the meeting between Keniya and the Buddha, but this account differs
somewhat from the version in the Sela Sutta, in that the narrative there is
considerably longer than in the Sutta Nipata, and no reference is made to Sela.
On the other hand, Sela is referred to in the Theragatha.i? which preserves the
verses ascribed to him, but without any mention of Keniya,

On the assumption that this poem was a unified whole as it is, originally,
(and not a fusion of two ballads), it may be argued that the omission of Sela
in the Vinaya account is justifiable, as any reference to him in that particular
context has no bearing on the Vinaya rule that was to be laid down with refer-

9. Cf. Ibid., also Winternitz, op, cit. II, 92 ff., Fausboll, S.B.E. X, (Introduction to
Sutta Nipata Translation), Chalmers, H.O.S. XXXVII (Introduction to Sutta Nipata
Translation), etc.

10. Ibid.

11. E.g. the Kena U panisad is so called as it commences with the word Kena (the
Instrumental Singular of the Interrogative Pronoun Ha) as pointed out by Hume (The
Thirteen Princi-pal U pal1i~ads) which is not at all connected with its contents.

12. Cf. Rhys Davids, J.P. T.S., 1896, p. 94.

13. Mal alasekera, Dictionary of Pali Proper Names, s.v,

14· Apadana. Vol. II, p. 469: •• Bararr-asiya??t iisannc jato keniyaFitiy!i;" also
d. Malalasekera, ibid.

IS. Ibid.

16. Vinaya (Mahdvagga) Vol. I, p. 245.

17. Theragatha, Vv. 818-841.
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ence to Keniya.i» Such a view would remain plausible only in the absence of
any other reference either to Keniya or to Sela, separately. But the fallacy of
this assumption becomes obvious from the fact that no reference is made to
Keniya in the Theragatha, where the verses attributed to Scia occur. It is
of interest to note that the verses attributed to Sela were probably known to
the Buddhist Sanskrit work IJivval'adana,lO where reference is made to Saila-
giithii, among other SiUras called Jf1l1tigr"U/ULand if rlhavargiyani .• There· are
two more instances in the Pali Canon where Scla and Keniya are mentioned,
hut in hoth instances they are referred to together. Firstly, in the Majjhima
Nikiiya20 where the Sutta under discussion occurs identically; secondly, in
the comparatively late Apad.tna.ei where Scla refers to Keniya in his verses.
Other references to them are to be found in eight post-Canonical works.s-
However, the post-Canonical accounts are not sufficiently authentic= to be
of much importance, in that they are either adaptations from the Canonical
accounts, or records of an oral tradition, or borrowings from various narrative
works. In view of the general lateness of the accounts in which both are
mentioned together, it is likely that two narratives dealing with Keniya and
Scla have been fused into one ballad.

The hypothesis that this Sutta is a fusion of two ballads raises the question
as to what the ballads are. Although they arc incapable of being positively
ascertained, it appears that the one concerning S ela is that preserved in the
Theragiitlia,24 while the ballad regarding Keniya is from a then-floating tradi-
tion, drawn upon hath by the Sutt a Nipat a and the Vinaya. The fusion
itself follows a definite pattern. The prose and the verse of the Sutt a occur
alternately. First comes a long prose introduction followed by the first twenty
stanzas attributed to Sela in the Theragatha. Next a prose passage dealing
with Keniya, and establishing continuity with the introduction. The Sutta

18. The reference is to the laying down of the rule regarding drinks, which was occa-
sioned by the drinks offered by Keniya to the Buddha and the monks. See Muhiiuagga,
I, p. 246.

19. Divyexadiilla, 20: "Atlzay"sJIl{m /irn(w bhaga7:aia Itfl£fvaka:iilh asnuit j'aranti-
kayii guptikaya udiiiui! piiriiya1}-Cit siltyadN!a(/ sailagCithCi munigatlza artha!'argiya1}-i ca
slitra!li uisiarena sval'Qw svati liyiiyam karoti ". Also cf. IP. T.S., 1896, p. 95.

20. M. 1\'0. 92.

21. Apadana, I, p. 318.

22. Milinda pah ha, p. 1()7 f., Paramaitliajotikii (Sn.A), II, 440: ·Ho; {55; Suman-
galavilasini. I, 270 ;-'76 f., II, 413; Pa p ancasiidan.i, II, 779; 782; Manoratba piirarci (AA).
I, 219; Paraniatthadi pani (Thag A1. II, 47 f., Paramatthruii-pawi (Ud. A). 241; Dhammn:
padaflhakatlta, I, ]23 ; 384.

23. Cf. Winternitz , ap. cit., II, WI.

24. Theragtithii, Vv, 818-841. It may be noted that the verses in question in the
Theragatha are identical with those of this Sutta, with the exception of 51!. 568 and 569.
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concludes with the four remaining verses attributed to Seta in the Theragatha,
Thus, even jf the verses attributed to Sela are omitted, the prose passages
maintain continuity.

The language of the prose, as in almost all the Suttas of this collection, is
quite similar to the prose of the Nikayas in idiom, syntax and style.25 The
expressions employed are stereotyped. One of the many instances of the
similarity of the prose of this Sutta to that of the Nikayas is afforded by a
comparison of the introductory prose here, for instance, with the introductory
prose section of the Arnbattha Sutta.26 The prose, though not an essential
factor of the ballad, is employed as an aid to the narrative, and serves as " a
connecting thread running through the whole ballad linking up the various
parts "27.

An interesting feature of this Sutta is that no narrative verses are to be
detected. Although the" Muni .. of the Sutta Nipata is to be seen in Sela
as a monk, the language and the ideology of the verses suggest that the Sutta
as a whole belongs to a comparatively late period. Probably an older layer
is to be seen in Sn, 562-567, for, a similar poetic section may be detected else-
where.28 On the whole, however, S1'I. 562 to the end sounds very poetic.
while the earlier portion of the Sutta is rather laboured and seems to he adapted
from a prose version, as Sn, 552 suggests.w

The metre of the verses is Anustubh Slob. Old linguistic forms (parti-
cularly Vedic. for which the Sutta Nipat a is well-known) are not very common.
A few old forms such as brahii (Sn. 550). abhi~lh~so (5n. 559. 560), bhonto (Sn.
562) and the Imperative uinayassu (S11,. 559) may be observed. The rest of
the language of the verses is suggestive of a later phase of Pali. No old idioms
are to be cited.

Another important characteristic of the Sutta is its development in
ideology. The ideas of Mah!ipurisalakkhcqla (the characteristics of a Great
Being) and Cakkavatti (the Universal Monarch) occur both in the prose and
the verse. The concepts NlGhiipttrisa and Cakhaoauu: probably hark back to
pre-Buddhistic times, or at least belong to the early Buddhist period. The
term Mahiip2ml~~ occurs in the Aitareya Aranvakasc where it means" the year"
(sarp,vatsara eva), the essence of which is said to be " the sun" (adityo rasal),),

25. Cf. Jayawickrama, Ibid.

26. D.N., I, 87.

27. Jayawickrama, Ibid,
28. Cf. s«. 410 fl.

29. Cf. Sn, 552 with stereotyped Canonical expressions such as •• dhammiko dham-
martljii caturanto vij-itiivi ... " etc.

30. Aitareya Arar-yaka, III, 2.3 ; also see 8iinkhiiyana, VIII, 3.
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which in turn is identified with" the incorporeal Supreme Spirit .. (sa yaAcaya-
maAarira~ pragniitmii )'ascasiiviid-itya ekametadiii vidyiit). It is also a name for
Vi~tlU.31 Cakraoartin occurs in the Maitri 1.~panil?ad,32where fifteen mythical
figures are referred to as cakrauartins, Both concepts were probably well
known to ancient India as evident from the popular floating tradition as
embodied in the Great Epics, Kathasaritsagara and Hitopadesa.

The thirty-two Characteristics (lakkh,ar.tas) are very likely of mythological
origin and probably first attributed to Devas33-a contention justified by the
fact that Vi~r.tu has been referred to as Mahii,p~tru~a. Hence, these concepts
are more of adaptations from the then-current ideas than pure develop-
ments in Pii.li Buddhism.s- It is usually taken for granted that the Cakkavatti
ideal developed only after the rise of Magadhan imperialism, as suggested by
Rhys Davids.35 Although this view seems plausible as the idea was foreign
to early Buddhist doctrines, the foregoing observations indicate that these
concepts were pre-Buddhistic, but revived during the Asokan times when the
PIlIi Canon was reaching completion. The reference to the Cakkavatti ideal
in the Jaina Scripturesse and particularly in the later Buddhist Sanskrit liter-
ature.s? further strengthens this contention.

The foregoing observations may suffice to indicate that the Sela Suita, as
it stands in contrast to many a Sutta of the Sutta Nipiita (which usually abound
in archaic, linguistic forms, old idiom and early phases of the doctrine) is
decidedly a later addition to that text.

L. P. N. PERERA

31. Monier Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, s.v.

3'2· See M aitri Up., I -4- The question of the date of this Upanisad is not in direct
relation with our considerations here.

33. Cf. P. T.S. Dictionary, s.v.

34· It is of interest to note that the Jains, too, have a list of external signs which
characterize a Great Man. Cf. Cuerinot, La Religion djaina, pp. 37-38: .. Le Maitre
qui enseigne le monde, d isent-elles, Ie Bienheureux, Mahavtra, I' Arhat, l'Omniscient,
rnesure sept empans de stature (I m. 70 environ). Son corps est de.forme symetrique et
r eguliere ... " etc., also Masson-Oursel, Willman-Grabowska and Stern, Ancient India and
Indian Civilization, pp. l.f5-I46.

35. Cf. e.g. Bhandarkar Commemoration Volume, p. 1'25.

36. Uttariulhy ayana Sidra (Translated by Jacobi) S.B.E. XLV, p. 85, Ln. I.

Although the origins of Jainism were pre-Budd histic, Jaina literature is comparatively
late since the Jaina Canon reached completion about the fifth centnry, A.D. See Rii.dha ..
krishnan, Indian Philosoph1', Vol. I, p. 288.

37. See Lankdvatara Siitra, Ch. II, where Mahiimati is depicted questioning the
Buddha regarding the nature of a Cakrauartin .
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